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Microchip Announces Li-lon/Li-Po
Chargers with Auto Power-Source
Selection

Microchip introduces the
MCP73837 and MCP73838 dualinput, high-current Li-lon / Li-Polymer charge-management controllers with automatic USB or AC
adapter power-source selection.
Standard parameter options inAuto power-source selection
from either a USB port or an AC clude VREG outputs and safety
adapter provides increased flexi- timeout periods, preconditioning
bility for rechargeable battery ap- current thresholds and current raplications. The USB charge cur- tios, charge termination thresholds
rents (100mA or 500mA) are reg- and recharge threshold ratios.
ulated to comply with USB power
specifications, while the higher
charge current (up to 1A) from an
AC power source enables the
MCP73837/8 devices to provide COMET ELECTRONICS
faster charging cycles. On chip 16, Tsar Samuil str.
safety features, such as thermal 1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
regulation, cell-temperature mon- Tel.: (+3592) 915 58 00
itoring and charge-timers result in Fax: (+3592) 954 03 84
safer, smarter and more efficient e-mail: office@comet.bg
charger designs.
web site: www.comet.bg
For fast info - enter 0101 in Free Information Card
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LS100W - Wireless Device
Server from SENA

SENA offers wireless device
servers in the areas of Built-in
Wireless LAN, Built-in Bluetooth Wireless Technology
and PC Card supported device servers for wireless device networking.
The LS100W is a Wireless
Serial Device Server connects
RS-232 serial devices to the
industry standard 802.11b.
The LS100W serial device
server is suitable for connecting devices used in M2M automation applications such as
industrial, building and pointof-sale where running Ethernet cables is not practical or
possible.
Features:
l Connects legacy serial devices to WiFi network.
l Supports RS232 based serial devices via DB9 serial
port.
l Serial data transfer rate up
to 115Kbps.

Reliable TCP/IP protocol
stack.
l Low-price model for lowest
transition cost.
l Configuration via telnet or
serial port.
l Software for configuration
and administration
l

COMET ELECTRONICS

16, Tsar Samuil str.
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel.: (+3592) 915 58 00
Fax: (+3592) 954 03 84
e-mail: office@comet.bg
web site: www.comet.bg
For fast info - enter 0301 in Free Information Card

MC35i Terminal
Developed primarily for
the M2M market segment,
the ultra-compact MC35i
Terminal boasts an alwayson connection and highspeed data transfer capabilities. The robust dual-band
GSM unit with GPRS class
8 can be used in a wide
range of areas including metering and remote maintenance, traffic systems, shipping & logistics, security,
vending machines, and
building technology.
With standardized interfaces, you can easily link up
the MC35i Terminal to your
own products via plug &
play, thus shortening development times and reducing
development costs. Another
advantage is that R&TTE
and GCF approval, carrier
certification, and the E-mark
(required for installation in
vehicles in Europe) have al-

GSM Terminals from SIEMENS

ready been obtained for the
terminal.
The most important features of the MC35i Terminal
include:
l GSM dual band (900/1800
MHz) and GPRS class 8
l Support for the Packet
Broadcast Control Channel
(PBCCH)
l Broad input voltage range
l Standardized interfaces
l Integrated SIM card holder
TC65 Terminal
The quad-band TC65 Terminal is going to revolutionise the machine-to-machine
market! With features like

the Java software development platform and a host
of standard industrial interfaces, its the first choice for
product developers looking
for an intelligent plug & play
solution for m2m applications. Besides these key
features, the compact and
robust housing of the TC65
Terminal incorporates a SIM
card holder and can also be
DIN rail-mounted. Siemens
mobiles new wireless terminal is perfectly designed for
applications in fields such as
fleet management, security,
vending machines, metering
and remote control.
The key features of the
TC65 at a glance:
l
Java support, IMPNG
l Quad-band technology
(850/900/1800/1900 MHz)
l High-speed data transfer
using GPRS (class 12)
l Robust housing

l Range of standard interfaces (I²C bus, SPI bus,
ADC, serial, audio, 10
GPIOs and a SIM card interface)
l High-performance processor (ARM7) and enhanced memory
l Integrated TCP/IP stack
l Secure data transfer and
easy software updates over
the air (OTA)

COMET ELECTRONICS

16, Tsar Samuil str.
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel.: (+3592) 915 58 00
Fax: (+3592) 954 03 84
e-mail: office@comet.bg
web site: www.comet.bg
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Embedded microprocessorTM
modules DIGI ConnectCore

ConnectCore 9C
The ConnectCore 9C is a
powerful ARM9-based core
module that enables OEMs
to design in core processing
functionality and networking
capabilities with a single,
high-performance solution. It
delivers complete embedded
network connectivity along
with additional bandwidth
to handle sophisticated embedded applications including building automation systems, POS systems, RFID
readers, medical devices, instrumentation, networked
displays, transportation systems, industrial automation
systems and many more.
Specification: Compact
ARM9 processor module
based on NetSilicon 32-bit
NS9360 (155 MHz), 4/8 MB
FLASH, 16/32 MB RAM,
IEEE 802.3 10/100Base-T
Ethernet, USB, up to 4 serial or 4 SPI interfaces, I2C,
integrated controller for 18bit TFT display (SVGA
800x600) and 4/8-bit STN
displays up to 1024x768.

ConnectCore 9M
Based on a Samsung
ARM processor, the ConnectCore 9M core module
includes a wide variety of
peripherals for embedded
applications, including serial
ports, USB host and device,
SD/SDIO controller and
more. Development kits and
software support are available for Linux and Windows® CE 5.0.
The modules 400 MHz

ELECTRONICS
ARM920T core with integrated power saving modes
makes it an ideal solution for
high-performance mobile
device designs, such as automotive or remote instrumentation.
Specification: High performance microprocessor
module, based on 32-bit
ARM920T RISC processor
S3C2440 @ 300/400 MHz,
2 GB FLASH, 512 MB RAM,
1024-bit 1-Wire EEPROM,
optional IEEE 802.3
10Base-T Ethernet interface
(FS-3006 only), USB 1.1 interface, JTAG interface, 3
serial RS232 interfaces,
SPI, I2C, 32-external memory bus interface, I2S interface and AC97 audio controller, interface for SD/

BG-1000, Sofia, 16, Tsar Samuil Str. tel.: +3592 915 5800, fax: +3592 954 0384, call center: +3592 9155855
e-mail: office@comet.bg Web site: www.comet.bg
SHOP SOFIA: 23, Tsar Samuil Str. tel.: +359 2 915 5820, fax: +359 2 951 5267
SHOP PLOVDIV: 10, H. Djukmedjiev Str. tel.: +359 32 634 186, fax: +359 32 628 909
ROMANIA OFFICE: Str. Grigore Ionescu (fosta Narciselor) Nr. 94; Bloc T7B - Parter; Sector 2 - Bucuresti;
Tel: +40 21 243 20 90 Fax: +40 21 243 40 90
E-mail: office@comet.srl.ro Web site: www.comet.srl.ro
SERBIA AND MONTENEGRO OFFICE: Bulevar Arsenija Carnojevica broj 17, 11070 Novi Beograd
Tel.: +381 11 213 4180, +381 11 213 6145; Fax:+ 381 11 311 3942
E-mail: office@comet.co.yu Web site: www.comet.co.yu

SDIO card, On-chip LCD
controller for TFT/STN LCD
panels, up to VGA
(640x480) resolution w/up to
24bpp color depth).

COMET ELECTRONICS
16, Tsar Samuil str.
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel.: (+3592) 915 58 00
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The new TNC 320 - Compact and Versatile
The Right Control for Milling, Drilling and Boring Machines
F or almost 30
years, TNC controls
from HEIDENHAIN
have been proving
themselves in daily
use on milling, drilling and boring machines, and machining centers. While
the controls ha ve
u n d e rg o n e
cont i n u o u s
development
during this period, the basic
o p e r a t io n a l
technique has
remained the
same. You will
find these
principles implemented in
the TNC 320
as well: shop-oriented programmability
with graphic support , man y fieldproven cycles and
an
ope ration a l
design familiar from
other HEIDENHAIN
controls.
Shop-oriented
programming. Conventional milling and
drilling operations
are programmed by
the man at the
machine, in plain language dialog - the
shop-oriented conversational format
from HEIDENHAIN.
The TNC 320 provides him with optimum support with
practical prompts,

with the electronic
handwheels.
Offline program
creation. The TNC
320 can be programmed remotely
just as well. Your
Fast Ethernet interface guaran tees
very short transfer

- Milling cycles for
complex contours
- Fast presetting with
HEIDENHAIN 3-D
touch probes
Drilling and boring machines
- Cycles for drilling,
boring and spindle
alignment
- Control of quills
(parallel axes).
The display screen.
The TFT 15-inch color monitor shows a
clear overview of all
relevant information
for programming,
operating and monitoring the machine
tool and control such
as program blocks,

comments and error
messages. More information is provided
through graphic support during program
entry, test run and
actual machining.
The selectable split
screen
displ ay
shows the part program blocks in one
half of the screen
and the graphics or
the status display in
the other half. During
the course of the program, status displays
will always offer information on tool position, the current
program, active cycles and coordinate
transformations, and

times, even of long
programs.

other data. The TNC
320 even shows the
current machining
time.
The keyboard. As with
all TNCs from
HEIDENHAIN,
the keyboard
is tailored to
the
programming process. The well
thought -out
configuration
of keys facilitates program input.
Simple words and
abbreviations or unambiguous symbols
clearly indicate each
keys function. Cer-

tain functions of the
TNC 320 are available by soft key.

ESD Bulgaria Ltd.
PO Box 124, Sofia 1172
Tel.: (+359 2) 963 2949
Fax: (+359 2) 963 2940
E-mail: cnc@esd.bg

For fast info - enter 0501 in Free Information Card

The TNC 320 is
compact and easy
to read. The TNC
320 is a compact but
versatile contouring
control for four (optionally five) controlled
axes. Thanks to its
flexible ope rating
concept - workshoporiented programmability with HEIDENHAIN conversational
programming or external programming and its scope of features, it is especially
suited for use on
universal milling, drilling and boring machines for the following:

Can a numerical control be far-sighted?
questions and graphical aids. Standard
operations and even
complex applications are on call as a
large variety of realworld machining cycles or coordinate
transformations.

- Series and singlepart production
- Toolmaking
- Machine building
- Research and development
- Prototypes and pilot plants
- Repair departments
- Training and education facilities.
And it offers the
applicable features
both necessary and
helpful:

Simple operation.
For simple work ,
such as face milling,
you need not write a
program. With the
TNC 320 it is just as
easy to operate the
Universal milling
machine manually machines
by pressing the axis - Free contour prokeys or - for maxi- gramming
mum sensitivity -

To come to your destination safely, you need to look far ahead. Thats why a
numerical control from HEIDENHAIN is the ideal companion for high-speed
milling. Because it can keep its balance. Its jerk-limiting feature prevents vibration, and its advanced look-ahead capability lets it move even at high speeds
with absolute reliability and precision - with high contour accuracy and surface definition. It ensures the proper speed at critical details even on complex
surfaces. So that you can produce precise contours more quickly.
DR. JOHANNES HEIDENHAIN GmbH, 83292 Traunreut, Telefon: (08669) 31-0,
Telefax: (08669) 5061, http://www.heidenhain.de, e-mail: info@heidenhain.de
ESD Bulgaria Ltd., Representative for the Balkan countries, Telefon (+359 2)
9632949, Telefax (+359 2) 9632940, http://www.esd.bg, E-mail cnc@esd.bg
Angle Encoders + Linear Encoders + Contouring Controls + Digital Readouts + Length Gauges + Rotary Encoders

Compact contouring
control for milling, drilling
and boring machines

For fast info - enter 0502 in Free Information Card
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SEE INTERVIEW

Our company policy is to make our clients believe RAIS is
their formula of success
The machine building industry does not end in itself with targeting at sales only.
Quality, price, warranty and servicing are important issues.
Mr. Bazdigian, you have the courage of working in the machine building industry some people declared by to be dead long ago. Why did you decide to
start production business and with machines at that?
If you would allow me I do not agree this industry is a dying one. It is true there was
a period of stagnation but after the year 2000 a serious progress became obvious.
Many machine building plants, which stagnated for some reason or another now are
replacing their old equipment. They purchase new machines from us. These were
plants that used to have the material basis, experience and tradition. They only needed
to renovate their technological park in order to start applying advanced production
methods.
Currently RAIS occupies one of the leading places in the countrys grading of
manufacturers of CNC machine tools.
Currently we develop our business in four main directions: production of milling and
lathe CNC machining centers, production of spare parts for electric and diesel forklifts
and representation of world famous manufacturers of CNC machine tools.
We have the potential to offer equipment of any size and type. We have concluded
contracts with FANUC and TAKISAWA from Japan and VISIONWIDE from Taiwan.
You manufacture CNC mills and lathes. Is there any potential for their market
realization in the country?
I would say 80% of the machines we manufacture are realized in Bulgaria. Our
clients are not few at all. First of all they are machine building companies, who produce
stamping and extrusion molding tools and other products for the machine building
industry. The quantity of orders increase constantly.
Our production program includes six milling models and two lathe models. All of
them have been designed by our company engineers.
Our machines are well marketed in the country. Our traditional clients are INHOM98, which has 7 of our machines, ASTROIDA - Panagiurishte with 6 RAIS machines as
well as METAL - Varna, ELDOM INVEST and many others.
How do you convince your potential clients to choose machine tools manufactured by RAIS?
To each client the production speaks for itself. The truth is that production and
marketing of this type of products is more specific. For us a sole sale does not end in
itself. It means mutual cooperation. The client invests in the purchase of equipment
because he intends to use it for production and we must guarantee the machine he
acquired will operate and fully featured at that. And this is only possible if high quality
products and fast and competent maintenance services are available. At present this is
our main advantage over the other players in the field.
As far as the international market is concerned a sole sale never ends in itself. As a
rule we first provide maintenance services and then start selling.
For each purchased machine we provide included in the price commissioning and
training as well as programming and process consultations.
Besides the excellent quality our advantage lies in the fact that we are the only
manufacturer of this type of machines in Bulgaria. Spare parts are also available in the
plant so we need not loose time supplying them from abroad. Our production meets all
relevant requirements and RAIS has been approved as a supplier within the European
programs aimed at encouraging small and middle enterprises. From technical point of
view our machines are in no way inferior to the European ones, however, as a price
they are far better positioned.
The most important circumstance that places us in the front of the other players is
that we succeeded in preserving our team for more than 10 years. I would like to stress
once again that all our machines are designed by our company engineers. We release
a newly designed machine every six months in the average. Our latest product is an
advanced model of a vertical CNC milling machining center M800.
Usually before purchasing a machine the clients want to see a working model
as closer as possible to their company office. In this aspect do you intend to
develop the structure of RAIS in the country?
We built a new exhibition center on the territory of the company in Pazardjik to the
best convenience of our clients. Thus we provided an excellent possibility to demonstrate our machines and their features.
Our company intends to build three new exhibition centers in Varna, Plovdiv and
Sofia serving at the same time as maintenance centers of the sold machines.
What types of hardware components do you use? Which manufacturers supply them?
Our machines are built with precise guideways and ball-screw couples from BOSCH
REXROTH GROUP and INA. They are completed with last generation CNC systems
and drives manufactured by FANUC in Japan. We can satisfy our clients demand for
machines with CNC controls by other manufacturers, for example SIEMENS or HEIDENHEIN.
We prefer to put into our products components that can be serviced in our country
or in the country we are working with. We choose quality products at good prices.
However, the hardware components we put into our machines are one side of the
process, while the other side are the investments we make for constant renovation of
the production equipment as well as of the control and design equipment. Last year
we purchased three new machining centers and in practice we renovated all the
equipment used for the production of the frame components. As a result we manufactured twice as many machines as the previous year.
We plan investments to continue renovating the machine park this year beginning
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Nishan Buzdigian, Manager of RAIS OOD, Pazardjik, Bulgaria

RAIS OOD was registered 13 years ago in the town of Pazardjik Then
its scope of activity involved repair of CNC (Computer Numeric Control) machine tools. Later business activity was expanded and currently the company is the only manufacturer of vertical machining centers
in the country- The company intends to strengthen its position as a
serious manufacturer of lathe machining centers as well.
with the surface grinding machine.
We will continue renovating our machine park in the future because it is a prerequisite and a guarantee for successful partnership with our present and future clients. We
are trying to apply good practices in every possible aspect, from sales to offering
specialized assistance during the installation and operation phases. Our company policy is to make our clients believe RAIS is their formula of success.
How are RAIS manufactured machines accepted in other, close or remote,
countries?
The fact that our customers place orders with us repeatedly speaks for the production quality we offer. Besides Bulgaria our products are well accepted in Italy, Turkey
and Greece. In Russia we sell machines mainly with SIEMENS CNC controls. Last year
we established contacts with Romania.
There is interest in the machines we sell in other countries for the same reasons as
in Bulgaria - because of their advanced features and cheap prices.
How do you decide a particular foreign market is attractive for you? What circumstances would influence your decision in favor of marketing your products there?
Foreign market is attractive because it is vast. For our production scale it is unlimited to differ from the home one, where importers also offer machine tools.
We have a rule to sell, where there are provided maintenance services - in Turkey,
Greece, Russia and Italy. Otherwise we can mar our image. The manufacturer can be
easily discredited if a machine fails and there is no service center to repair it.
A machine sale does not end in itself. If a customer does not manage to operate a
machine he will never blame himself, he will blame the manufacturer. Therefore we
avoid sole sales and we try to provide certainty in operation. As a rule we first provide
maintenance and then start selling.
What we manufacture are not ready-made products; they are complicated products
requiring maintenance, therefore first come maintenance services and then follow sales.
Do you plan to take advantage of the China miracle technology?
We already have some observations and we have established contacts. All possibilities must be put into use so we have plans in this respect but it is still an issue of the
future.
I have seen their production; I was quite impressed by what I saw in a machinebuilding factory in China with 12 thousand workers.
In the production field everything is an issue of quality and cost.

How important are the neighboring countries for the business of
RAIS? Which of them offer best conditions for market realization of
your products?

I would say by way of a joke that it is best in Turkey; they pay right away, while in
Greece they say, Come tomorrow.
I wish to say it once again: the important thing about our products is the maintenance service. Without it we can sell neither in an adjacent nor in a distant country. As
for Turkey it is a neighbor but the distances there are measured in thousands of
kilometers. Maintenance services cannot be provided from here.
We realized several sales in Macedonia through people, who took the obligation to
maintain the machines. We are starting business with Serbia; there is a demand of our
machines there as well. As I already mentioned we have also established contacts with
Romania. It is most logical to trade with neighboring countries.

THE BULGARIAN CNC
MACHINE TOOLS PRODUCER

CNC PRISMATIC BED LATHES
CNC SLANT BED LATHES

CNC VERTICAL MACHINING CENTERS

Representative Agent of
FANUC ROBOMACHINE and
TAKISAWA Machine Tools for Bulgaria

www.rais-bg.com
www.takisawa.co.jp
www.fanuc.de

RAIS Ltd

4400 Pazardjik, Bulgaria
58, Dimcho Debelianov Str.
phone: +359 34 444 255, +359 34 445 221
fax: +359 34 443 738; info@rais-bg.com

For fast info - enter 0701 in Free Information Card
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Biofuel market in Bulgaria
Rapid development of biofuel refineries building
Millions are invested in biofuel production
In parallel with wind and solar energy production, in the recent years in Bulgaria it is to establish a real new branch, covering biofuel refineries
building. Getting prepared to the new engagements connected with joining of Bulgaria to the
European Union, a lot of investors started to invest millions in the building of biofuel production
installations. And nowadays, when according to
the producers-members of the new branch, there
are about 15 refineries with bigger production
capacity, and another 10 installations are in a
building process. On the other hand, again according to the companies in the field, the smaller
as capacity installations for biodiesel production
are hundreds. There is still no official information
for the total amount of the entire production capacity in the country. Some of the producers said
that if the already built facilities use 100% of their
working capacity and if all of the mineral fuel
sales network acts based on the legislative requirements, the aims will overreach seriously.
The total amount of biofuel installations is
about few hundreds.
What are the reasons for the investors interest?
The reasons for the investors interest in refineries are complex. First of all, according to the
representatives of this business, one of the reasons is the accepted since the beginning of the
year requirement 5% of overall quantity of fuel
sold to the transport sector to be formed by biofuel. This requirement corresponds with the European policy of fighting the Global Worming and
climate changes.
There is also an impact on the market of biofuel and its investments interest, connected with
the indicative aim of 10% minimum share of the
biofuel in the entire consumption of liquid fuel
for all EU countries up to year 2020. Another

reason for the biofuel market development is the
optimistic look of the legislative framework, facilitating the usage of renewable and alternative
energy sources in Bulgaria, and synchronized (of
course) with the EU strategic aims. And the last
but not the least  prices of the petrol jumping to
the next new peek.
5% of overall quantity of sold fuel to the
transport sector in Bulgaria will be formed by
biofuel.
10% will be the minimum share of the biofuel in the entire consumption of liquid fuel
for all EU countries up to year 2020.
What is behind the pink image of this optimistic data?
According to the Chairman of the National
Association of biofuel and renewable energy
sources of Bulgaria - Mr. Dimitar Zamfirov, currently (8 February 2008) the built facilities in fact
are not operating. The reasons, by his opinion,
are totally economic. Among them are the last
changes in the legislative framework, saying that
the mixture of mineral fuel and biofuel has to pay
excise taxes of 3%, which could not compensate
the requirement of reaching 5% biofuel share. In
the picture it could also be seen the clear market
reasons, connected with the natural competition
between the mineral fuel and biofuel providers
and the fact that the petrol station owners are
the mineral fuel producers. If going deeply in the
problem, for sure it will be mentioned the price
of the different source materials used in Bulgaria
for the production of biofuel  as high oleic types
of sunflower and rapeseed, and the need of cultivate of special energy plants.
Without commenting the price generation of
the biofuel as this is not the subject of the article,
lets have a look at few objective facts. In Bulgaria as in other countries of European Union, the
production and the usage of biofuel as ecologi-

cal equivalent to the
mineral fuel have its
supporters, and its
opponents. It is
clear for everybody
that with the nowadays price of low
oleic types of sunflower the biodiesel price couldnt be competitive. So, to be stimulated in its development the
biofuel market needs targeted and supported by
the government policy, stimulating the yielding
of special energy cultures, including high oleic
types of sunflower, rapeseed, etc.
The biofuel market in Bulgaria is facing
serious economical problems, says producers.
According to many of the market analyzers,
this could be done very precisely, because the
not carefully controlled stimulation of biofuel
market could impact negatively to very important agricultural sectors. On the other hand, it
might not be forget or speculate with the fact
that like every other industrial sector the biofuel
refineries are a source of the environment pollution. This also could not be counted as hard-tosolve problem as there are technical solutions,
compatible to the most severe European requirements, says companies working in the field and
the refinery equipment providers.
When it comes to biofuel, normailly it means
biodiesel as alternative of the diesel and bioethanol as alternative of the petrol. But the biofuel
definition includes big range of fuel types, some
of it still at development level. Concerning the
biodiesel, sold at the European markets, there
are a lot of standardization requirements, which
could not be covered by using the low oleic cultures is impossible. According to the contacted
gratis periods, the implementation of the European standards should be done up to year 2010.

Trakya Glass innovative glass units improve energy efficiency in buildings
Buildings in Europe account for 40% of the
energy consumption where most of this energy consumption is for heating and air conditioning systems. Although having a relatively
small surface area, windows are responsible
for 30% of heat loss from the building envelope.
IG units incorporating high performance
low E coated glasses of Sisecam and its Bulgarian entity Trakya Glass Bulgaria are the
most effective way to improve energy performance of a window. They provide effective
heat insulation and reduction in heating expenses by decreasing heat loss up to 80%
when compared to single glazing and up to
60% when compared to standard IG unit.
Depending on the climatic conditions and
the insulation properties of the building envelope, replacing standard IG units with high
performance low E coated IG units in an apartment having 15 sqm of window area, provide
savings approximately 8-10% on the heating
bills as heat loss is considerably reduced.
For certain geographical regions, besides
heat insulation, solar control is needed. IG
units with high performance solar low E coated glasses of Sisecam and its Bulgarian entity
Trakya Glass Bulgaria provide solar control as
well. In addition to the effective heat insulation properties they provide solar control and
reduction in cooling expenses by decreasing
8
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solar heat gains up to 45% when compared
to standard IG units.
Besides improving energy efficiency of a
building, IG units incorporating Trakya Glass
high performance low E and solar low E coated glass contribute to environmental protection as well.
IG units incorporating Trakya Glass high
performance low E and solar low E coated
glass will be displayed at the companys stand

at 3rd Int. Exhibition for Energy Efficiency &
Renewable Energy Sources 2008. Lowironed patterned glass used in solar thermal
systems and photovoltaics for energy generating applications will also be displayed.
Furthermore, Sisecam and its Bulgarian entity Trakya Glass Bulgaria will make a presentation at the 4th Int. Congress for Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy Sources 2008
related with the above mentioned topics.

For fast info - enter 0901 in Free Information Card
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SEE NEWS
BeeHive8S: Stand-Alone
multiprogramming system

BeeHive8S by Elnec is extremely fast universal 8x 48-pindrive
Stand-Alone concurrent multiprogramming system designed for
high volume production programming with minimal operator effort.
The chips are programmed at near
theoretical maximum programming
speed. Programmer consists of 8
independent isolated universal programming modules, based on popular single site
BeeProg+ programmer hardware. Therefore the sockets can run asynchronously (concurrent programming
mode). Each programming module starts programming
at the moment the chip is detected to be inserted in the
socket properly - independently on the status of other
programming modules. In result, seven programming
modules work while operator is replacing the programmed chip at the eighth.
The Graphics control unit with touch screen provides basic information about programming flow and
allow basic level of controlling of the BeeHive8S programmer. Modular construction of hardware allows continuing operation when a part of the circuit becomes
inoperable. It also makes service quick and easy. Handsfree operation is asynchronous and concurrent operation which allows to program chip immediately upon
insertion of a chip. The operator merely removes the
finished chip and inserts a new chip. Operator training is
therefore minimized.
BeeHive8S supports all kinds of types and silicon
technologies of today and tomorrow programmable devices without family-specific module. The programmer
features an extensive library of over 34,000 devices. The
BeeHive8Ss device library is constantly being updated.
User can be sure that next devices support require the
software update and (if necessary) simple package convertor (programming adapter), therefore the ownership
costs are minimized.
Important feature of BeeHive8S is its programming
speed. It is very fast programming due to high-speed
FPGA driven hardware and execution of time-critical routines inside of the programmer. As a result - programmer waits for an operator, but not operator for a programmer. BeeHive8S provides very competitive price
coupled with excellent hardware design for reliable programming. Probably best value for money programmer in this class.
For fast info - enter 1001 in Free Information Card

Syskevasia 2008: The Greek
Packaging Exhibition

Syskevasia
2008, 11th International Packaging,
Machines, Printings
& Storage Exhibition will take place from the 14th until the 18th of March.
The popular Event of Packaging will happen at the the
largest and most contemporary Exhibition Center in
Greece, EXPOATHENS.
This year, the importance of the event is even bigger for both the Organizers, 3EK SA and the Exhibitors
who never miss to participate, as it has been 20 years
since the first organization of the year 1988. Packaging
sector has been developed and updated with new sectors and services, many new companies have been created and lots of them have expanded their business
abroad. Along with the growth of the sector, the Exhibition has been greatened and intensified, with the exhibitors today reaching the number of 350, from 110 of the
first year, comment organizers.
Syskevasia 2008 is under the auspices of the Ministry of Development, the Hellenic Foreign Trade Board
and the Hellenic Packaging Institute. Relevant scientific
Associations and Unions of Packaging sector support,
as always, their Exhibition. Sponsor of the event is
Lloyds.
For fast info - enter 1002 in Free Information Card

Manufacture of measurement and
control equipment in Romania
Romania has long-standing traditions in measurement and control equipment manufacturing.
Well-known companies like Automatica, FEA and CAOM have been operated on the domestic
and foreign markets for many years. After the political changes in the country a lot of multinational companies have become more active on the Romanian market. The measurement and
control equipment industrial sector has benefited from foreign investments made by Contor
Group, Honeywell, Siemens, Kuhnke and other companies mentioned below.
We present information about few of the main Romanian producers of measurement and control equipment and their foreign partners.
Automatica
Automatica is a traditional Romanian producer
specialized in production
of measuring and control
equipment for industrial processes. Based in Bucharest company was fully privatized in 2000 with main
shareholder is EUROFORM MILENIUM Company.
Since 2002 it has been a technology partner of the
German giant Siemens, taking over the production
rights for multifunctional electric panels for their German partners.
Automatica currently produces low voltage electrical equipment (SIVACON universal switchboards
SIEMENS license), medium voltage electrical equipment; complex automation equipment and systems;
industrial weighing and batching (industrial dosing)
equipment; industrial electronic equipment; metal
constructions, etc.
Badotherm AMC
Badotherm is one
of the leading Romanian manufacturers of
high-quality mechanical process instrumentation, based in Vaslui,
Eastern Romania. The
State Government founded the company in 1978
under the name Intreprinderea de Aparate de Masura si Control - AMC. In 2000 the Romanian factory was fully integrated into the Badotherm Group,
Netherlands. The facility is equipped with a chemical
laboratory and has official government approval for
metrological testing at the highest accuracy levels.
Companys product range includes thermometers,
faucets, and car thermostats and also hydro-separators. Badotherm offers products and solutions for a
wide range of industries, e.g. chemical, petrochemical, food and beverage, pharmaceutical and oil &
gas, both on and offshore. Badotherms customers
are predominantly international companies with op-

erations all over the world. The Badotherm regional
centers are a solid base that underpins and supports
its global network; with headquarters in the Netherlands, production facilities in the Netherlands, Romania and India, and service facilities in the United Kingdom, Thailand, Dubai and the USA. The company is
trying to expand its markets in Asia, mainly in Kazahstan and Turkmenistan.
CAOM
CAOM is a private owned company located in
Pascani, Eastern Romania. It was established in 1993
having the design and manufacture of equipment
for the measurement, adjustment and control of industrial processing parameters as its main business
activity. The company owns authorized laboratories
for electrical, thermal and mechanical measurements. CAOM is currently manufacturing and supplying thermocouples; resistance temperature detectors (RTDs); extension/compensation cables for thermocouples; electronic transmitters for (RTDs); electronic pressure transducers (for relative and absolute
pressure); valves/taps and batteries of taps for devices for measurement and control; closing taps/valves
for high operation temperatures and pressures, gaskets for cables and pipes; etc.
The company exports are mainly targeting the
Czech Republic, Poland, Ukraine, Bulgaria, Germany,
Spain and France.
Contor Group

Contor Group company from the town of Arad,
produces water meters and heating meters, exported mainly to the Balkan countries and also to Germany and Hungary.

Manufacturer of:
 Electric Pedestrian Operated
Pallet Stackers and Trucks
 Hand Operated and Hand-towed
Battery Pallet Stackers
 Transport equipment: Hand
pallet trucks; Platform trolleys;
Box trolleys; Warehouse
carts; Staircase carts and etc.

www.veni-bg.com
VENI & Co. Ltd.
51-53 Kutlovitza Str., 1505 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel: +359 2/9461393, Fax: +359 2/9433254
e-mail: info@veni-bg.com
Our Partners in Romania:
Balkancar Srl., Tel.: 004021 2523703
Vectra exim & Decaangeli trade, Tel.: 004021 3107555

For fast info - enter 1003 in Free Information Card
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FEA
FEA is a private joint
stock company, located in
Bucharest. FEA is a member of the Romenergo
Group and a major player
in the groups industrial
development. The producer exports complex equipment and weighing machines to countries in Eastern Europe, Bulgaria, Hungary and many others. Electronic and automation
equipment manufactured by FEA S.A. includes low
voltage distribution panels; complex automation and
control equipment; analog electronic instruments;
electronic weighting systems; single and double-sided path printed circuit boards, electronic circuits assemblies; metallic constructions for automation
equipment and electronic circuits, such as cabinets,
control panels, boxes, racks, desks and frames.
Honeywell
American industrial giant
Honeywell started its activity in
Romania by providing control
systems for industrial processes. The group entered the Romanian
market first time in 1997, when its transportation
systems division took over the turbo-blowers (a product used on car diesel engines) plant in Bucharest.
Honeywell owns about 48% of the global market for
turbo-blowers. Honeywell Garrett SRL, which exports
its entire production to other units of the group, runs
the Bucharest facility. It has over 400 employees.
The American consortium also owns an automation

and control systems factory in the town of Lugoj,
Timis country in West Romania. Novar Electric Romania SRL runs the plant. The Lugoj plant is to be
coordinated by Honeywell Romania SRL, the groups
automation and control systems unit that so far has
had a presence in Romania only through sales structures.

SEE BUSINESS

Contor Group was established as Contor Zenner,
in 1993, when it started the production activity. In
1994, it was started the extension of the production
facilities, by setting up an integrated technological
flux and by creating the first technical office. A year
later, the investments are focused on the diversification of the range of counters and the creation of the
foundry sector. Know-how was transferred from one
of the most famous Italian brass foundry (Simonfond). In 1998, the majority stake in SC Optiplast is
bought from the FPP (Private Ownership Fund) and
FPS (State Ownership Fund), and the most modern
factory of counters in Central and Eastern Europe
was built on the land. By taking over the whole stake,
in 2004, the Arad-based company acquires the status of independent global player, and a year later,
the Contor Group launches itself as a new supplier in
the German Community market.

Kuhnke Automation
Kuhnke is a family
owned group of companies
with manufacturing sites in
Germany, Italy, France and
Romania. Kuhnke Automation Romania is located in
city of Sibiu, an important industrial center of the
country. Companys activity includes production of
electronics, linear, bistable and rotary solenoids,
pneumatic components, relays and assembly of electronics circuits.
Kuhnke specializes in three specific market sectors worldwide. Kuhnke Automotive products include actuation, locking and holding solenoids, pneumatic valves, electronic controllers and linear distance sensors for use in cars. Kuhnke Medical technology focuses on micro-pneumatics, intelligent
mechatronics and control systems. Kuhnke Automation products include modular controls and positioning technology, networking and communication devices as well as many thousands of standard catalogue products.

For fast info - enter 1102 in Free Information Card

Siemens
Another company presented on the Romanian measurement and control equipment
market is Siemens Romania.
Siemens has started its operations in Romania about 100 years ago being involved
mainly in Information & Communication, Automation and Control, Power, Transportation, Medical and
Lighting field. The equipment produced in Bucharests factory is used for measuring pressure, temperature, flows or for analyzing gas. Company offers its
customers complete solutions for all emission measurements, for process measurements and other similar applications in industry.

QUALITY, PRODUCTIVITY, ATTRACTIVE PRICES

It's definition of our machines
for wire processing -

cutting, stripping and crimping

Tehnosoft
Tehnosoft is a Swiss-Romanian joint venture specialized in production of controls for electric motors.
The manufacturer is located in the capital Bucharest.
The companys production and development section is located in Romania, while its sales offices are
in Switzerland. Almost all of production is exported
to Europe, the United States and Asia.

www.cabletec-bulgaria.com
info@cabletec-bulgaria.com
1404 Sofia Petko Todorov Blvd.,
bl.2, vh.A, tel. +359 2 8586343
For fast info - enter 1103 in Free Information Card

Innovation. Quality. Customer Support
Tzarigradsko Shosse Blvd, 7-th km, ATM Center, 1784 Sofia, Bulgaria
tel: (+359 2) 974 47 51
fax: (+359 2) 974 47 52;
centillion@centillion.eu
www.centillion.eu

NEW!

NEW!

Fast, Reliable
and Flexible Automatic Optical
Inspection of
Soldered Printed
Circuit Boards

Exclusive representative for Balkan Area
of DAU ®and EBG - Austria,
Daylight - UK
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HR 100 A

Revolutionary
Hybrid Rework
Technology
for SMD Solutions.
Safe IR & Hot Air
Combined

NEW!

VERSAFLOW

Fully automated
selective
soldering
system

ÍÎÂÎ!
l

The Ideal Entry
into Automatic
Optical
Inspection

Cooling systems
Cooling systems and heat
sinks for electronics

Trimmer and foil capacitors:
Precise foil type, ceramic, air type,
for SMD and through-hole assembly.

NEW
DAYLIGHT
magnifying lamps,
floorstanding
lamps, table and
portable lamps,
banery lamps

l

REPRESENTATION
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Non inductive resistors

For fast info - enter 1104 in Free Information Card
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Inspection & Test of electronic boards - Overview
ORBOTECH - AUTOMATIC OPTICAL INSPECTION
Orbotech, like leading company in PCB automatically optical inspection has like main products Symbion P36 Plus automated optical inspection (AOI) system for solder paste inspection and Symbion S36
Plus for post reflow populated PCB inspection.
Symbion P36 Plus features Orbotechs unique
POP (Parallel Optical Path) 3-D and 2-D detection technology and easy Wizard & Go operation for 100%
volumetric solder paste inspection accuracy at ultra fast
speed. This new model is enhanced with the latest
streamlined architecture and high-powered processing
capabilities. This system is a result of our continued
commitment to on-going research and development to
provide best-in-class solutions that help manufacturers
achieve critical improvements in their operational costs
and yields.
Increasingly in todays competitive electronics assembly industry, 3-D solder paste inspection is being
implemented to prevent end of line defects before they
occur. The majority of all solder related defects can be
attributed to paste printing process related issues, and
with lead-free processes, smaller components and higher densities, printing challenges are even more difficult.
By incorporating the advanced volumetric solder paste
inspection available from Symbion P36 Plus AOI into
the SMT line, users can optimize volume, area, position
and paste height thresholds and correlate them to the

root cause of post-reflow defects. Once characterized,
paste deposits that are likely to cause post-reflow defects can be stopped after screening and corrected. At
the same time, trend data from the paste inspection
stage can be used to correct the screening process parameters that are causing faulty paste deposits.
Symbion P36 Plus is part of Orbotechs innovative
total solution for defect prevention which includes fully
integrated ADVISOR process control software. Manufacturers can now have a holistic view of quality relevant metrics for the entire line from a single source. This
includes an easily-accessible central data hub where all
relevant SMT quality data including AOI resource information such as programs, inspection results as well as
process machine parameters and setup data are
stored.In addition to providing highly accurate inspection results from Orbotech AOI systems, it automatically
links post-reflow AOI inspection data with solder paste
AOI inspection data and solder paste inspection results
with paste printer machine events. Also included is an
alarm engine that sends alerts when processes are out
of operator-defined parameters and that can stop a related machine if desired. The overall result is easy, costeffective, real-time information access that manufacturers can use to detect trends that lead to defective
boards, correct process machine parameters before defects occur and achieve reduced levels of line DPMO
(defects per million opportunities).
Orbotechs comprehensive product line for electronics assembly also includes high performance postsolder AOI systems, Orbotech S36.

Orbotech S-36 and AOI Laser verification station
ALFA TEST is distributing in Romania, Bulgaria, Serbia and Slovenia ORBOTECH AOI equipments.
XJTAG - Boundary scan solutions
The XJTAG development system is a revolutionary
new test suite, with a range of software products and
XJLink (a USB-JTAG connector) that enable users to
test and program electronic circuits. It has been designed to unlock the potential of JTAG ( IEEE 1149.1
standard) .The aggressive price/quality ratio makes the
XJTAG solutions extremely competitive on the market.
By providing access to normal programming concepts
such as variables, looping and flow control, XJEase allows you to create complex tests for your board. The
high-level nature of the language makes the process of
test development relatively quick and easy, by abstracting the detail of how the test is to be implemented in a
particular circuit from the programmatic description of
the logic of the test.

pads with 1.25 um precision. System is capable of running more then 300 steps per minute .Also, having possibility for 3 AOI high resolution cameras the system is
capable of doing optical test, OCR recognition and bar
code reading.
Takaya APT-820 CE is the low cost - entry system
with 2 flying probes and one optical camera. Keeping
the quality of measurement and the same moving speed
this system is specially designed for low volume manufacturing companies.
ALFA TEST is distributing in Romania, Bulgaria, Serbia and Slovenia the TAKAYA Flying Probe testers.
Technolab - technical endoscopes
Technolab develops and produces special solutions
for technical analysis and inspection. Technolab systems include flexible micro endoscopes, rigid endoscopes, standard microscopes and videomicroscopes.In
addition they produce Xenon light sources, IR-cameras,
as well as software to capture and manage pictures.

Rigid Endoscopes with auto focus and Xenon light
and flexible 0.25mm fiber optics endoscope
Image software provided together with endoscopes
or optical tools is capable to acquires, compares and
analyzes the collected images.
ALFA TEST is distributing Technolab
products in Romania,
Bulgaria, Serbia and
Slovenia.
Teradyne - in circuit test and automated XRAY testers
were presented at
Productronica . Alfa Test is doing Teradyne in-circuit
hardware service behind Teradyne in Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria, Serbia, Slovenia. Also we are doing in circuit test programming for Teradyne and former Genrad
testers for customers in Europe.
Then , knowing what type of technology can be
used in specific conditions a very good strategy for
test & inspection will minimize the production costs
and will increase the quality of your products in a very
efficient manner.
News: During Productronica, ALFA TEST signed
a contract with H+W Test Products Inc. to distribute
their fixtures kits in Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary, Serbia and Slovenia. H+W Test Producys Inc. is the biggest independent fixture kit company in the world and
they are doing fixture kits for main ICT test platform
Teradyne, Agilent, Aeroflex, TRI.

XJTAG Professional Kit and JTAG schematic connection.

Teradyne GR228x/
TS8x fixture

ALFA TEST is distributing XJTAG solutions in Romania, Hungary, Serbia and Slovenia.
TAKAYA - FLYING PROBE
Itochu-Systech is the worldwide distributor of
TAKAYA in-circuit flying probe testers: TAKAYA 9611
CE and Takaya APT-820CE.
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Takaya APT-9611 CE is the fastest and the most
reliable flying probe system on the market having access from top PCB site using 4 moveable high precision probe and from bottom PCB side with two moveable high precision probes that can access the PCB

Spectrum 8851/
8852 fixture

H+W Test Products guarantees all of our products for
one (1) year against defects in materials and or
workmanship.H+W Test Products has the next advantages:
fully welds each corner of our pans to make them strong
(we grind down the weld)
only uses fine weave G10 to make drilling accuracy easier
uses a finer, higher density weave in all of our probe plates
to avoid board flex
impregnates our ESD treatment so it is INSIDE our top
plate - not a surface paint
offers optional top plate thicknesses such as 8 mm top
plates (standard is 5 mm)
offers optional probe plate thicknesses up to 19 mm thick
(standard is 9.5 mm, except for Agilent 3X7X which are
14.2 mm standard)
In over 97% of the time H+W Test Products ships the
SAME DAY we receive your order with lead time to Europe
of 24 - 48 hours on average.
If you go to the Web site - www.HWTestProducts.com
- and right click on any picture, you can print it. If you click on
any Part-number, an outline drawing will appear giving you
outline dimensions.
For more info please visit: ww.HWTestProducts.com

Toader Marius - ALFA TEST, arius.toader@alfatest.ro
mobile: +40 723 524 364

SEE SEE
ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRY

WIN A Microchip PIC32 Starter Kit!!

South East Industrial Market is offering its readers the chance to win the
new PIC32 Starter Kit!! The Starter Kit provides the easiest and lowest cost
method to experience the PIC32 microcontroller for the first time.
Microchips PIC32 family of 32-bit microcontrollers (MCUs), add more performance and memory while maintaining pin, peripheral and development
compatibility with Microchips 16-bit MCU/DSC families. The new PIC32 family is fully supported by Microchips free MPLAB® Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) which now offers unprecedented compatibility by supporting Microchips complete portfolio of 8-, 16- and 32-bit devices.
The PIC32MX Starter Kit comes complete with everything that developers need to get started, including the USB-powered PIC32MX Starter Kit
Board, USB MINI-B cable and Installation CD-ROM, containing: Users Guide,
Data Sheet, Reference Manual, Peripheral Library Manual, Schematics and
PCB drawing files, code examples.

For the chance to win a PIC32 Starter Kit, log onto
www.microchip-comp.com/seim-pic32
and enter your details into the online entry form.

The company is specialized in design, production and commercial deals
with products and spare parts for electrical equipment and electrical
facilities for domestic and industrial use and special articles for defense
industry.
Certified ISO 9001:2000 and AQAP 2110

Electrical Equipment Ltd.
Bulgaria, Targovishte district, Kovatchevets 7852
tel: +359 60382 /311, +359 60382 /314, +359 60382 /357
fax: +359 60382 /251, Mob: +359 0886506595
e-mail: elap@mbox.contact.bg, www.elap.hit.bg
For fast info - enter 1301 in Free Information Card
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Slovenian Presidency Statement on
the Presentation of the Climate and Energy Package

The Slovenian Presidency of the EU Council welcomes todays presentation of
the climate and energy package by the European Commission. The legislative
package - entitled 20 20 by 2020, Europes Climate Change Opportunity - has
been eagerly awaited. It aims to translate into practice the European Unions
political commitment, as undertaken by EU leaders last March, to turn Europe into
a low-carbon, highly energy-efficient economy.
Following the commitment undertaken by the European Council in spring 2007,
the climate and energy package has become one of the EUs top priorities. The
Slovenian Presidency will study the package very carefully and start a debate on it
at all levels straight away, with the aim of arriving at a framework for future work
and obtaining the first tangible results of the debate as soon as possible.
We are counting on the constructive approach and support of the Member
States and the European Parliament leading to final adoption of the package by
spring 2009 at the latest.
On the other hand, the Presidency also believes that the efforts required of
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particular Member States and particular industries must be balanced and proportionate and must take individual circumstances into account. The guiding principles must be fairness and solidarity.
In March 2007, the EU committed itself to reducing greenhouse gases by at
least 20% and to increasing to 20% the share of renewable energies in energy
consumption by 2020. By doing so, Europe also stepped into the front line of the
global fight against climate change. This was confirmed at the United Nations
Climate Change Conference in Bali in December 2007.
For the EU to continue to take the lead in tackling climate change, facing up to
the challenge of secure, sustainable and competitive energy, we need to take
decisions on the key elements of the package. This would send a clear signal to
industry, researchers and consumers as to how we will achieve our ambitious
goals of transforming Europe into a low-carbon, highly energy-efficient economy.
This would, in turn, create a stable and predictable environment for investors and
researchers in the sectors of energy and the environment.

For fast info - enter 1401 in Free Information Card
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Minister of the Economy Andrej Vizjak presents Slovenian
Presidency priorities in the field of energy, telecommunications
and industrial policy at the European Parliament
The Committee on Industry, Research and Energy has so far cooperated successfully with
the EU Council in the above areas, said Slovenian Economy Minister, Andrej Vizjak, opening
his speech at the European Parliament in Brussels. He was presenting the priorities of the
Slovenian EU Council Presidency in the spheres of competence of the Competitiveness Council and the Transport, Telecommunications and Energy Council (TTE). The Minister highlighted
the energy sector as a sector which will remain a global priority for years to come.
He said that, during its presidency, Slovenia would like to continue and speed up work on
sustainability, competitiveness and security of supply. We will therefore focus on the internal
gas and electricity markets, renewable energy sources, energy technology and external energy
policy.
The Minister emphasised several sensitive points which in the next few months will require
detailed discussion in Council and with the European Parliament. He specifically highlighted
effective unbundling and said that a solution acceptable to all parties must be found, even if
this took the form of a third additional alternative.
The Slovenian Presidency will strive to ensure that the TTE Council on 28 February adopts
conclusions on the Strategic Energy Technology Plan and that the Plan is adopted at the
European Council on 13 and 14 March, underlined the Minister.
In the field of telecommunications, the Minister discussed three legislative proposals from
the Commission relating to the existing regulatory framework for electronic communications.
He said that spectrum management reform, as discussed in the context of the Directive on
Better Regulation, is an important task for the European Parliament and the Council. In addition, the Presidency will focus on the matter of the spectrum released by the digital switchover, having regard to the Commission communication on reaping the benefits of the digital
dividend. The Presidencys objective is to adopt decisions in June.
The Minister also mentioned the electronic communications market authority and a Decision on mobile satellite systems.
According to Mr Vizjak, the successful launch of the new Lisbon cycle is a priority in the
field of competitiveness which will be discussed at the first meeting of the Competitiveness
Council. He also raised the matter of policy for small and medium-sized enterprises, affirming
that the Slovenian Presidency would like to focus on the development of SMEs.

Andrej Vizjak, the Slovenian Minister of Economy, presentes the priorities of the Slovenian EU
Presidency concerning the internal market and
consumer protection at the IMCO Committee of
the EP
© by Thierry Monasse/STA
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The Coca-Cola Hellenic Bottling Company S.A. and energy development company ContourGlobal, are launching a major industrial emissions reduction initiative in Europe with plans to install a total of 15 CHP (Combined Heat and Power)
plants at bottling facilities in twelve countries. The first phase of the project will
utilize 19 GE Energy Jenbacher gas engines with a total output of 58 MW. This
supports the European Commissions goal to adopt more stringent environmental targets for member countries to help Europe achieve a 20% reduction in
emissions by 2020. Each bottling plant utilizing the Jenbacher engines will be
able to eliminate more than 40% of their annual carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.
As the European Commission seeks to further reduce the regions emissions, we are extremely excited to offer our customers technology that provides
energy efficient, on-site power and helps reduce the carbon footprint in their
operations, said Prady Iyyanki, CEO of GE Energys Jenbacher gas engine business.
GE is supplying the Jenbacher gas engine cogeneration units to ContourGlobal, which will install the systems at various Coca-Cola Hellenic Bottling Companys sites. Coca Cola is planning to install CHP units in Austria, Czech Republic,
Greece, Italy, Northern Ireland, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Russia, Ukraine, Serbia, and Nigeria. Two installations will be built in each of Italy, Russia and Romania.
Fueled by natural gas, GEs Jenbacher units will generate electricity to meet
Coca-Colas need for a reliable source of on-site power. The systems will also
provide heat and cooling.
Cogeneration, also known as combined heat and power or CHP, is inherently more energy efficient than using separate power and heat generating
sources, making it an effective anti-pollution strategy. As a result, the EU in
recent years has begun urging countries to begin modernizing their industrial
and municipal cogeneration systems in order to help improve energy efficiency
and curtail their emission levels.
Under its contract with ContourGlobal, GE is providing Jenbacher JMS 620
GS-N.L systems, including heat recovery from jacket water, intercooler and oil,
as well as its DIA.NE XT control system for the units.
GEs Jenbacher engines will be delivered end of 2008 and 2009, with commissioning scheduled as the plants are ready. The equipment is being built at
GEs gas engine manufacturing center in Jenbach, Austria.

About Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
According to Combined Heat and Power Association
(www.chpa.co.uk) definition, Combined Heat and Power (CHP) is
the simultaneous generation of usable heat and power (usually electricity) in a single process. Through the use of an absorption cooling
cycle, trigeneration or Combined Cooling Heat and Power (CCHP)
schemes can also be developed. CHP is a highly efficient way to
use both fossil and renewable fuels and can therefore make a significant contribution to the UKs sustainable energy goals, bringing
environmental, economic, social and energy security benefits.
CHP systems can be employed over a wide range of sizes, applications, fuels and technologies. In its simplest form, it employs a
gas turbine, an engine or a steam turbine to drive an alternator, and
the resulting electricity can be used either wholly or partially on-site.
The heat produced during power generation is recovered, usually in
a heat recovery boiler and can be used to raise steam for a number
of industrial processes, to provide hot water for space heating, or,
as mentioned above with appropriate equipment installed, cooling.
Because CHP systems make extensive use of the heat produced
during the electricity generation process, they can achieve overall
efficiencies in excess of 70% at the point of use. In contrast, the
efficiency of conventional coal-fired and gas-fired power stations,
which discard this heat, is typically around 38% and 48% respectively, at the power station. Efficiency at the point of use is lower
still because of the losses that occur during transmission and distribution. (see DUKES electricity chapter for more details)
In contrast, CHP is a form of a decentralised energy technology.
CHP systems are typically installed onsite, supplying customers with
heat and power directly at the point of use, therefore helping avoid
the significant losses (which occur in transmitting electricity from
large centralised plant to customer.
Source: ContourGlobal
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SEE BUSINESS
INDUSTRY

Coca-Cola Hellenic to Install GE Energys Jenbacher Gas Engines In
European Bottling Plants To Help Reduce Plant CO2 Emissions by
More Than 20% Across Their Production

SEE IMPLEMENTATION

Solar Systems in Dairy Industry
Four Successful Applications in Greece
Greece is one of the most successful countries worldwide in the use of solar thermal energy. For many years, the number of installed parks
of solar collectors per person has been the highest within Europe. Solar collectors proved their
efficiency not only in the residential filed, but also
in the light industries those require the use of
low-temperature water. These are industries,
which have relatively low energy consumption
and the energy derived from solar systems substitutes an important part of conventional fuels
in their balance  diary industry, textile, chemical, beverage industry, etc. Solar thermal systems
can greatly contribute to energy savings during
the production processes in the dairy sector,
which demand water temperatures of 40-80 oC.
Such processes are bottle washing (60 oC), pasteurization (70 oC), yogurt maturation (40-45 oC)
and cleaning-in-place (70-80 oC). The hot water
produced by the solar collectors can also be used
for pre-heating the water entering the installations steam boiler. In this case, the energy contribution of the solar system is relatively small
both in comparison with the total energy demand, as well as in absolute figures.
In recent years several interesting projects for
process heating in the diary industry was realized in different parts of Greece.
We introduce four successful solar systems
applications in Greece dairy industry implemented by MEVGAL, MANDREKAS, ALPINO and
TYRAS S.A.
Solar System in MEVGAL S.A., Thessaloniki
MEVGAL is the
largest milk company of Northern
Greece and the
third largest producer of fresh
dairy products in
the country. Factory produces and sells under its brand name
more than 170 products - fresh pasteurized milk,
traditional and Western Style yoghurt, cheese
products, desserts rice puddings, gelatin deserts,
milk creams and cholesterol-free dairy products.
The company is distributing its products through
more than 22,000 small and large points of sale
in Greece while at the same
time exports to 23 countries
around the world.
The factory is operating
24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. Its water consumption
is 120-150 m3 /day. Required temperature of process water is 20-80 oC for
washing machines and 20130 oC for other processes.
Description of the project
A large-scale solar thermal system for hot water was installed on the roof of the dairy company. Total area of solar collectors is 727,2 m2, 403
m2 of which are selective flat plate collectors;
216 m2 - flat plate collectors and 108 m2  CPC
collectors all inclined on 45o South. Water is heated in two 2,500 liters storage tanks through a
heat exchanger and a closed-loop circuit communication with the solar collectors. The water is
then used in the factorys washing machines and
for preheating the water entering the steam boilers. Any auxiliary heating required is provided by
the steam boilers. The systems energy performance is of the order of 660 kWh/sq.m/year.
The back-up heating is fulfilled by 3 heavy oil 18
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fired steam boilers (12 MW).
The investment in solar installation was undertaken jontly by the Centre for Renewable Energy Sources-CRES (72.5%) with a subsidy
through the Operational Programme for Energy
for the promotion of energy efficiency, MEVGAL
S.A. (20%), and the Agricultural Bank of Greece
(6.5%). The system manufacturer was Intersolar
S.A.
Apart from installation of renewable energy
sources at its factory, MEVGAL also has demonstrated particular sensitivity to issues of environmental protection. Solid evidence of MEVGALs
sincere environmental concern is the operation
of a modern biological waste treatment plant, as
well as the operation of a whey condensation
unit unique in its kind in Greece. Additionally,
Mevgal takes part in an alternative waste packaging management system and recycles paper,
glass and metal waste materials in cooperation
with private companies. MEVGAL also participates in the Recycling and Exchange Training
Programme (RETP), according to which, the recycling of empty ink cartridges saves capital,
which is donated via RETP to charity organizations and educational institutions.
Solar Installation in ALPINO S.A., Thessaloniki
ALPINO
S.A is a dairy
plant with
110 employees in Thessaloniki,
Greece. Factory operates
8 1/2 hours a
day, 7 days a
week. Its hot
water consumption is
30-40 m 3 /
day.
Required temperature of
process water is 20-80 oC for washing machines
and 20-130 oC for other processes. The installed
solar system is designed for water pre-heating in
steam boilers. Solar collectors area on factorys
roof is 740 m2 devided into two branches. The
first branch consists of 14 parallel branches with
9 collectors in each branch and capacity of the
soral storage tank 10 m3. The second collectors
field layout has 18 parallel branches with 9 collectors in each branch and storage tank of 15
m3. The collectors type, provided by Sunny S.A,
is selective flat plate collector with water-glycol
transfer medium, inclined on 45o South. It secures operating temperature of 20-70 °C.
The hot water from the closed-loop hydraulic
circuit of the two branches of the flat solar collectors heats (through an internal heat ex-changer) the water in two closed storage tanks. Òhe
hot water leaving the storage tanks is then used
for the pre-heating of the water that enters the
steam boiler. Any other demand for heating is
ensured by the 3 steam boilers
2x1.2Mcal+1x4.8Mcal of hard oil. The installation was financed by 50% by the OPE with a GSR
(Guaranteed Solar Result) contract.
Mandrekas S.A, Korinthos
Mandrekas S.A. is a small dairy factory situated on the outskirts of the city of Korinthos. Its
main industrial activity is production of yogurt.
Factory operates 8 hours a day, 5 days a week.
Its hot water consuption is 0.5 m3/day. Reguired

temperature of process water for yogurt is 30-70 oC and
for pasteurizing 
about 100 oC.
The installed roof
solar system is destined for yogurt maturing process. Collectors area is 170
m2 with inclination
of flat plate collectors on 45o South.
Collectors field layout consists of 13
branches connected in parallel with 5 collectors per branch. Capacity of the two solar storage tanks is 1000 lt
each. The Auxiliary heating is provided by a
steam boiler with 600 kg capacity-LPG.
The hot water from the solar collectors heats
the water in the two tanks through an open circuit. The hot water leaving the solar storage tanks
either for directly supplying the factorys WC or
for the preservation of the yogurt maturing temperature between 40-45 oC. The hot water then
circulates in the storage tanks. Any additional
need for heating is provided through a heat exchanger placed next to the solar storage tanks.
The project was financed by 50% through the
Plan for Regional Development.
Tyras S. A., Trikala
Tyras S.A is a diary
company in Trikala
area, Central Greece.
Main companys activity is production, distribution and export of
cheese, yogurt and other dairy products. Factory has a central energetic solar system for
its daily needs of hot

water installed by
Solenergy Hellas
SA. The solar system consists of
358 flat selective
solar collectors
(Chromagen CR120 Central) of
1009,56 m2 area
situated on a specially designed
concrete area. The
heat transfer medium is water-glycol.
One water storage tank of total capacity 50.000
lt is situated in the nearby the factory area. Building Management System (BMS) is accomplishing the control of the entire installation of heating energy production. The solar system is operating at 20-80 °C.
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SEE EXHIBITIONS

New equipment and technologies at EXPOENERGY
From 27th to 30th of May, 2008, the Inter Expo
and Congress Center  Sofia will host the International Specialised Exhibition EXPOENERGY,
which will comprise the following thematic sections: EXPOENERGY  BULTHERM/CLIMA 
ELTECH  OIL & GAS.
This years edition of EXPOENERGY will
present new and modern technologies, measuring equipment, industrial installations, heating
and ventilation systems, electronic and electrical
products and installations, as well as equipment
for the construction of pipeline networks, oil- and
gas-pipe line modules, etc.
Specialists will have an opportunity to learn
more about the latest innovations in the field of
solar panels, gas and heating engineering, as well
as new energy sources. Special attention will be
paid to energy efficient solutions, innovative products for waste heat utilization and renewable energy sources. The stationary systems for measuring the concentration of gases and vapors in the
air is also expected to attract the attention of
experts.
The exhibits will also include practical biomass-based heating solutions: equipment for the
production of biofuels, boilers and combustion
chambers. Various energy-efficient radiation heating systems, solar roofs, as well as comprehensive construction solutions for central heating
systems will also be displayed.
A demonstration of a geothermal power utilisation system will also be held during the exhibition. The Virtual Pipeline system for natural gas
is another innovation for the Bulgarian market.
The 37 th edition of the International Specialised Exhibition BULCONTROLA  BULECOLOGIA  BULLABOR will take place in parallel with
EXPOENERGY. The attention-grabbing exhibits
will include measurement and control equipment, analytical reagents and systems, laboratory equipment, modules of building automation
industrial networks, industrial sensors, process
indicators, transmitters and multicontrollers. Environmental prevention monitoring systems will
also be presented to the visitors.
The international conference THE ADVANCED ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES AGAINST
CLIMATE CHANGE will be held on 27th and 28th
of May.
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